will be denoted by S.. ' P The problem of estimating the rate of growth of combinations of coefficients of functions in S is well known (see [6, problem 6.14 ] We next consider the case a(/) > 0. It is well known ([l] , [5] ) that in this case there exists a unique ß such that oi{f) = lim _^ (1 -r) \f{re )|. We shall employ this notation consistently throughout this paper, and we shall also use the following notations
In our next theorem we determine those values of p for which A \n,e' , /) and A.in, el^,f ) are asymptotically equivalent. 
where Q is a nonconstant polynomial of degree at most q -q. Using 4. The case a{f) > 0. We use the major-minor arc technique of Hayman Using the fact that \z -x\2j = O(l)|0 -ß\2j and noting that 2pb -eb -2/ > 1 by our choice of 6, we find that /. <o(iKi-r ybi r \o~ ß\eh+2>-2pbd9= act». n2pb~2};\ Since 2pb -eb -2] -1 > 0, and since C can be chosen as large as desired, it follows that given 8 > 0 there exists C(8) and rQ(8) such that (6) /, <S7z2i'fe-2y-1.
Combining (4), (5), (6), and noting that b + À = 2, we see that (8)) has been fixed, we conclude from (2), (3), and (6) that
The first statement of Theorem 3, which involves / and / as opposed to / and / , now follows by a simple induction argument from (8) and Lemma 2 of [8] .
To prove the first statement of Theorem 4, we put x = e1^ and expand H (n, f), H (n, / ) by the symmetric group as in [8, p. 519] . We find that Thus from (9) and (10) If if, is finite, it follows from (6.6) of [8] that the quantity in (12) is finite.
We now choose another subsequence (again denoted by \e "\) such that b = 5 n~ , 8 n e-► oo. Condition (iv) above guarantees that A.in, e ", F) a n .a n . 1 = A.{n, e n, G) + b , and since b n~ p*! = 8 n f, we deduce that ; PÀ , . r¡ n > lim sup A.in, elUn F)/n p~' = °° as required.
The proof that the restriction p > q -% is best possible is very similar.
With F as before, set p = q -% -e. Choose \8 \ such that lim 8 = 0, These proofs are left to the interested reader.
